It is well known that constitutive parameters, namely, the electrical permittivity, ε, and the magnetic permeability, μ, in a medium determine the response and reaction of such medium or material when exposed to external time-varying electromagnetic fields. Furthermore, most materials are lossy and dispersive, that is, both permittivity and permeability are complex and frequency-dependent. Interestingly, by controlling the sign of real parts of ε and μ in a medium, unique electromagnetic properties can be achieved that are not readily available in nature. Recently, subwavelength composite engineered structures, also known as metamaterials, have evolved in many engineering and optical applications, due to their unique electromagnetic properties that are not found in nature, including but not limited to negative refractive index, backward wave propagation, subwavelength focusing and super lenses, and invisibility cloaking. The main aims of this chapter are to provide an overview of electromagnetic field behavior and interaction with metamaterials and to explore such behavior in various metamaterials both analytically and numerically.
Introduction
Electromagnetic field is a physical behavior that is produced in a space due to time-varying electric charges and represents the interaction between electric and magnetic fields. Unlike static charges that can only produce static electric fields in space, time-varying electric charges are one of sources for the rise of magnetic fields, which in turn produce time-varying electric fields. This is summarized in the four time-varying Maxwell's equations given in differential form:
where ρ v is time-varying volume charge density, ε and μ are the electric permittivity and magnetic permeability, respectively, J is the time-varying electric current density in a medium, D and B are time-varying electric and magnetic flux densities, respectively, and E and H are time-varying electric and magnetic field intensities, respectively.
In 1864, James Maxwell showed through Eqs. (1)- (4) that oscillating electric and magnetic fields give rise to electromagnetic waves that travel at the speed of light in free space [1] , which also implies that light is electromagnetic in nature. By taking the curl of Eqs. (3) and (4), it is also straightforward to show that electromagnetic wave propagation can exist.
In a medium, there are two main quantities, also known as the constitutive parameters, namely, electric permittivity, ε, and the magnetic permeability, μ,in addition to the conductivity, σ, that determine the nature of electromagnetic wave and its behavior in such a medium. In other words, the aforementioned parameters along with the boundary conditions in a medium determine uniquely the response of such medium to an incoming electromagnetic wave. This is also summarized through two equations, given below, that describe the relationship between electric and magnetic field quantities in a simple linear and isotropic medium:
B ¼ μH (6) where in Eqs. (5)- (6), both ε and μ in a lossy dispersive medium are commonly complex and frequency-dependent and are real quantities in a lossless isotropic medium. From such relations, Eqs. (1)- (6), important parameters, such as the wavenumber, k, the refractive index, n, and the intrinsic wave impedance, η,ina medium can be determined, which are given respectively as:
where ω =2πf is the radian frequency (in rad/sec), f is the frequency (in Hz), and μ r = μ/μ 0 and ε r = ε/ε 0 are the relative permeability and permittivity, respectively, while μ 0 and ε 0 are the free-space permeability and permittivity, respectively.
Overview of metamaterials and their realizations
Figure 1 depicts a general overview of possible materials based on their constitutive parameters: the electric permittivity and the magnetic permeability values. The aforementioned constitutive parameters are in principle complex, and their signs are based on the signs of their real parts, while their imaginary parts indicate the presence of electric or magnetic losses, respectively. While in naturally occurring materials, both real parts of the permittivity and permeability are positive (i.e., >0); it is possible that either one of the real parts of the constitutive parameters or even both have negative values. In the second quadrant, while permeability is above zero, the permittivity is below zero (negative), which can be termed as a singlenegative (SNG) or ε-negative (ENG) medium. Similarly, when a medium possesses negative permeability value, while its permittivity is positive, this is also termed as an SNG medium or μ-NG (MNG) medium, where μ < 0 in this type of material, as shown in the third quadrant in Figure 1 . An interesting medium is the case when both real parts of permittivity and permeability are negative (i.e., the third quadrant in Figure 1 ). This is termed as double negative (DNG) medium or left-handed medium (LHM), due to its unique resultant electromagnetic features, like negative refraction and negative phase velocity, as it follows a left-handed system rule. In summary, metamaterials have three classes, depending on the signs of their constitutive parameters: ENG, MNG, and DNG.
Practically, natural SNG media are available that possess ENG response, for instance, metals at visible and near-ultraviolet regime. However, at much lower frequencies, one commonly adopted realization of SNG medium is the periodic arrangement of metallic wires, which results in possessing negative effective permittivity below the plasma frequency of metallic wires or rods [2] . It is instructive to mention here that naturally occurring materials with permeability values below zero are not yet available in nature, especially within the radio frequency/microwave regime. However, such response can be obtained through engineered arrangement of metallic inclusions printed on a dielectric medium [3] , as it will be discussed further later on.
After the seminal work of Veselago in [4] , where he investigated mathematically the possibility of electromagnetic wave propagation through materials with both negative permittivity and permeability values, the word "metamaterials" evolved, which refers to what is beyond naturally occurring materials. Metamaterials can be defined as artificially engineered structures that have electromagnetic properties not yet readily available in nature. Such artificial composite structures are realized in one way by periodically patterning metallic resonant inclusions in a host medium, i.e., dielectric or magneto-dielectric material, either in a symmetric or nonsymmetric fashion. When exposed to an electromagnetic field, the metamaterials alter the electromagnetic properties of the new host medium due to mainly the inclusions' response and features. Figure 2 depicts a general view of one possible realization of a metamaterial structure.
Tremendous efforts had been put forward in the past with the goal to provide efficient numerical means for the retrieval of constitutive parameters of arrays of metamaterials in order to advance the design and characterization of metamaterials [5] [6] [7] . Such numerical retrievals provided engineering and physical means in replacing local electromagnetic response details of individual metamaterials elements with averaged or homogenized values for the effective electric permittivity, ε eff , and effective magnetic permeability, μ eff . As a matter of fact, this retrieval approach is a direct translation of the characterization of natural media, which consist of atoms and molecules with their dimensions that are much smaller in magnitude than the wavelength. The electromagnetic wave response and propagation within the effective metamaterial medium can then be fundamentally described using constitutive parameters along with Maxwell's equations. In principle, this effective response would be permissible if the unit cell dimension is sufficiently small enough or a fraction of an operating wavelength [5] , say, for example, L, as shown in Figure 2 , satisfies the relation below:
where L is the unit cell dimension and λ is the operating wavelength of the incoming electromagnetic field. When the condition in Eq. (10) holds, quasi-static behavior for the artificial metamaterials can be applied, in which an equivalent resonant circuit, composed of resistor-inductor-capacitor (RLC) elements, is permissible to use in order to provide qualitative description of the physical behavior of the artificial materials [8] .
Realization of artificial μ-negative (MNG) medium
Among engineered materials with negative magnetic permeability, artificial magnetic materials (AMMs) have been the subject of interest for many years. This is due to their unique features, including low cost ease of integration with radio frequency/microwave circuits, and the possibility of synthesizing magnetic permeability to certain magnetization and polarization levels at the frequency of interest. This is in contrast to ordinary magnetic materials, like ferrite composites, that are limited in their magnetization levels and as well as suffer from magnetic losses at microwave frequency regime [9] .
The idea of creating magnetic materials from conductors was first proposed by Schelkunoff [10] . A wide variety of artificial magnetic inclusions have been proposed and implemented in the literature. One of the popular and widely applied artificial magnetic materials is the split-ring resonator (SRR). Pendry et al. [3] used concentric metallic rings in order to provide further enhancement of the magnetic properties of the rings. The SRR, as shown in Figure 3a , consists of two concentric circular (i.e., edge-coupled) metallic rings printed in a host dielectric medium, with splits at opposite ends of the rings. Another form of "SRR-based" AMM is realized by placing the two split-rings in opposite sides (broadside-coupled) within the host medium [11, 12] , which can provide two advantages: firstly, the effects of bianisotropy, or cross polarization, are eliminated due to the broadside nature of the metallic rings (see Figure 3c ), and secondly, there is additional capacitive coupling to the composite structure, hence achieving stronger resonance behavior [8, 11, 12] , as shown in Figure 3b . Other forms of resonant metallic inclusions, like spiral, omega, Hilbert, can also be adopted to achieve artificial magnetic media, as shown in Figure 3 . Significant miniaturization factors can be achieved using either spiralor Hilbert-type resonators [13, 14] .
The physical principle of operation behind the artificial magnetic materials, as shown in Figure 3 , is almost the same. Let us consider the subwavelength resonant inclusion in Figure 3c and assume that it occupies an infinite space with large number of periodicity in two-or three-dimensional planes (i.e., periodicity implies here repetition factor that is much smaller than λ). Upon an excitation of an external magnetic field, which is orthogonal to the paper plane, to such an infinitely large and homogenized artificial structure, the external magnetic field induces an electromotive force in the inclusions, which in turn results in a circulating effective current flowing around the inclusions. Upon such excitation, a general form for the effective magnetic permeability of any of the AMM structures as shown in Figure 3 can then be expressed as
where K is a normalized fractional surface area that is enclosed by the AMM inclusion and L eff is the effective inductance of the AMM, which is given by
where S is the surface area of the AMM and p is the periodicity of the AMM inclusion that mimics an infinitely large AMM structure. The parameter Z inc in Eq. (11) consists of two parts: R eff , which represents the encountered ohmic losses due to the finite conductivity of the metallic rings within the AMM inclusions, and C eff , which is the mutual capacitive effect due to the close proximity of the AMM metallic rings/strips. Comprehensive analytical modeling approaches can be found in [3, 8, [12] [13] [14] .
Realization of artificial ε-negative (ENG) medium
As discussed in the previous section, the realization of metallic resonant inclusions patterned in a homogenized host medium had made it possible to synthesize magnetic permeability in the microwave and optical regimes [3] . Similarly, it is possible to engineer the permittivity of a bulk medium by facilitating patterned metallic inclusions. In solid metals, negative permittivity response commonly occurs at the visible and near-ultraviolet regime, due to the entire oscillation of plasmons [15] . Pendry et al. showed that an array of thin rods or wires arranged in a cubical lattice can indeed exhibit negative effective permittivity response at the microwave regime given by the Drude function [2]: where Γ is the energy dissipation factor of the plasmon into the system (i.e., damping factor). In solid metals, like aluminum, the dissipation factor, Γ, is usually small as compared to the plasmon frequency, ω p . If losses were neglected, (i.e., Γ ≈ 0), it is evident from Eq. (13) that electromagnetic waves below the plasma frequency (ω p > ω p ) cannot propagate, since ε < 0(μ here >0). It is also evident from Eq. (13) that the refractive index, n, will be imaginary and a wave in such a medium will be evanescent.
The electric permittivity response in Eq. (13) can be used to represent the effective electrical permittivity response of a synthesized homogeneous medium comprising an array of very thin metallic wires. Note that in the realization of the composite periodic lattice of wires, wires' diameter is essentially much smaller than the operating wavelength in order to mimic an effective homogenized negative permittivity media from such periodic metal rods. The term ω p represents the plasma frequency for metals and can be expressed in terms of the electron properties by following relation [2]:
where q is the electron charge, ε 0 is the free-space permittivity, and n and m e are the effective density and mass of electrons, respectively.
From classical electromagnetic theory, metallic wires behave collectively as small resonant dipoles when excited with an applied electric field parallel to the wires plane, similar to the electric dipoles response of atomic and molecular systems in natural materials [2] . Although the metallic wire structure, discussed earlier, can tailor effective permittivity response within the radio frequency and microwave regime, the arrangement of metallic wires in a cubic structure is still bulky and may appear undesirable for planar radio frequency and microwave applications.
Recently, Falcone et al. introduced in [16] [17] [18] a subwavelength resonant planar particle, known as the complementary split-ring resonator (CSRR) as shown in Figure 4b , which is the dual counterpart of the SRR. In other words, by following Babinet's principle [19] , the complementary of the planar SRR structure is obtained by replacing the SRR metallic rings with apertures and the apertures (surrounding free-space region of SRR) with metal plates. By etching the SRR rings from the metallic ground screen, complementary SRRs form the basis of realizing compact microstrip-based bandstop filters [16] . Such bandstop behavior is attributed to the existence of negative electrical permittivity response, due to an axial time-varying electric field parallel to the CSRR ring plane. Interestingly, as it is practically straightforward to excite CSRR particle with an axial electric field, CSRR particle is very easy to integrate with other planar microstrip circuits.
With the assumption that the largest dimension in CSRR unit cell is much smaller than the operating wavelength, a quasi-static equivalent circuit model can be considered to estimate the effective permittivity response of such inclusion [18] .
Consider an axial external uniform time-varying electric field that is parallel to the CSRR inclusion plane, as shown in Figure 4b ; the composite structure will react and oppose the applied external electric field by creating internal electric dipole moments that give rise to electrical polarization effect. Following the analytical formulation given in [20] and assuming a homogenized artificial CSRR structure, the overall effective electrical permittivity response of the homogenized artificial CSRR structure can then be written in the form below in terms of basic RLC circuit elements:
where K is a normalized fractional surface area of CSRR inclusion and C eff is the effective capacitance of a parallel plate capacitor with surface area being the CSRR inclusion surface, while the thickness of the capacitor is the periodicity of the CSRR as a composite infinitely large structure. The term Z inc in Eq. (15) represents the effective impedance of the CSRR inclusion and is given by
where R eff is the effective ohmic losses due to the finite conductivity of the metallic rings around the CSRR slots and is given by the alternating current resistance of the rings. The term L eff in Eq. (16) accounts for the mutual inductive effects between the external and internal strips around the slotted rings. More analytical modeling of the effective electric permittivity and CSRR equivalent circuit parameters can be found in [18, 20] . Table 1 summarizes the most common artificial magnetic and electric inclusions (i.e., SRR and its dual, CSRR) in order to realize single-μNG and -εNG media, respectively, and their equivalent basic circuit representations (Figures 5-7 ).
Realization of artificial double negative (DNG) medium
In 1968, Veselago investigated theoretically that electromagnetic waves can propagate in a medium, where both permittivity and permeability are negative [4] , which was then termed as metamaterials, DNG media, or LHM materials. The realization of artificial DNG media evolved after the theoretical studies by Pendry in [2, 3] in order to synthesize AMMs and artificial ENG media at low frequencies, and afterward practical realizations and demonstrations of DNG media by Smith and his team in [21, 22] , which was achieved by producing a large bulk structure composed of repeated patterns of artificial MNG, in the form of SRRs, and ENG media, in the form of planar metallic strips.
Several interesting properties that are not yet in nature can be achieved with DNG media, including but not limited to backward wave propagation and negatively refracted waves and perfect lens [23] . that metamaterials can find lots of applications in other physics and engineering areas, especially in the millimeter and terahertz regimes that might not yet have been reported to date. Note that the number of applications is not limited to those listed in Table 2 .
Two-dimensional view of (a) an artificial magnetic material inclusion, the circular SRR; (b) complementary SRR (CSRR), with dimensions; r out is radius of outer ring, r in is internal ring radius, a represents metallic (aperture) width, b is spacing between rings in SRR (spacing between etched rings in CSRR), and g represents the SRR ring's cut (CSRR etched rings' left metallization). The gray area represents structure metallization.

Potential applications of metamaterials
Electromagnetic wave interaction with metamaterials
In this section, the behavior of electromagnetic wave interaction with metamaterials is studied both analytically and numerically. Analytical formulation of electromagnetic field behavior on a one-dimensional artificial lossless and isotropic metamaterial slab due to an external plane wave excitation is presented first. Numerical demonstration of two-dimensional electromagnetic wave interaction with artificial DNG, MNG, and ENG metamaterial slabs is then illustrated and discussed.
Normal plane wave interaction with metamaterials
We consider the problem of a uniform plane wave that is traveling along the +z-direction in free space and is incidental normally on an infinitely large metamaterial slab of thickness, h. The metamaterial slab is placed between z = 0 and z = h,as shown in Figure 8 , and is made infinitely large along x and y directions. For convenience, the incident electric field of the uniform plane wave will be assumed to be in the +x -direction, while its associated magnetic field will be in +y -direction.
Without loss of generality, the phasor notation will be used to express the total electric and magnetic fields in each region of the problem geometry in Figure 8 .In region 1, the electric and magnetic fields are given as:
where
=η 0 are the electric and magnetic field amplitudes in the forward and backward directions in region 1 (free space), respectively. The parameters k 0 = ω ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi μ 0 ε 0 p , and η 0 = ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi μ 0 =ε 0 p are the wavenumber and wave impedance in free space, respectively.
In the second region, in which the metamaterial slab is located, the phasor form of total electric and magnetic fields is given as
are the electric and magnetic field amplitudes in the forward and backward directions in region 2 (metamaterial slab), 
The electric and magnetic fields in region 3, which represents free space, are
=η 0 are the electric and magnetic field amplitudes in the forward and backward directions in region 3 (free space), respectively.
After applying the boundary conditions at the metamaterial slab walls, z = 0 and z = h, the following four relations summarizing the relationship between the reflected/transmitted electric field components,
To simplify Eqs. (23)- (26) further, we define a normalized wave impedance in the metamaterial slab, as η m = η 1 /η 0 = ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi μ r =ε r p and Eqs. (23)- (26) are read as
where η m denotes the normalized wave impedance in the metamaterial slab. Eqs. (28)- (29) can be used to compute the fractional electric field components in the forward and backward directions, i.e., along the three media. In this analytical study, the electric field strength inside an artificial lossless metamaterial slab is computed using Eq. (19) , at a frequency of 10 GHz. We consider the case of a very thin subwavelength homogeneous DNG metamaterial slab, where real parts of permittivity and permeability are both negative at 10 GHz. One possible implementation of such artificial DNG medium can be realized with sufficient number of repeated patterns of composite AMM (SRRs) along with periodic arrangement of metallic rods or planar metallic strips, as demonstrated in [21, 22] . Since evanescent (non-propagating) waves are expected to exist inside single-negative media with exponentially decaying electric field, such cases are not considered here. Figure 9 shows the analytically computed electric field strength as a function of the DNG metamaterial slab of thickness, h. In this study, the overall DNG slab thickness is considered as h = 10 mm. The effect of increasing the effective magnetic permeability of the DNG slab from À1toÀ10 is also presented, as shown in Figure 9 , where higher mismatch along the interface of DPS-DNG is observed as the effective permeability is increased. The case of matched DNG constitutive parameters with those of DPS (air medium) shows zero reflection from such an interface, as expected. For convenience, the 2D structure is illuminated with an x-polarized normal incident plane wave that originates from z = 0 plane. The plane wave has an electric field amplitude peak of 1.5 kV/m and phase of 0°.
For validation purposes, this problem of interest was numerically modeled and simulated using ANSYS HFSS simulator [41] . Figure 10 presents the developed structure to study the problem of normal plane wave incidence on a onedimensional DNG metamaterial slab. One possible excitation of such plane wave can be numerically realized using a set of periodic boundary conditions; in other words, using perfect electric conductor (PEC) and perfect magnetic conductor (PMC) symmetry planes along four sides of the geometry, x-axis and y-axis walls, respectively, ensure plane wave excitation along with proper excitation of the DNG metamaterial slab (see Figure 10 ). Good agreement can be seen between analytically and numerically computed electric field strength inside the DNG metamaterial slab, as shown in Figures 9 and 11. 
Numerical demonstration of electromagnetic wave interaction with artificial DNG, MNG, and ENG metamaterial slabs
In this section, numerical demonstration of electromagnetic cylindrical wave interaction with various artificial isotropic and lossy metamaterial slabs is illustrated. Figure 12 depicts the numerical full-wave simulation model, where an artificial lossy DNG slab was placed between two natural, lossy DPS slabs. In this numerical study, DPS, DNG, and MNG media are all considered as lossy and isotropic, where for the case of DNG slab, effective constitutive parameters are ε r = À1 and μ r = À2.2, with dielectric and magnetic losses of 0.002, while the constitutive parameters are ε r = 2.2 and μ r = À1 for the MNG medium case, and ε r = À2.2 and μ r = 1 for the ENG medium slab case, with similar losses as those considered in the DNG slab. The constitutive parameters of the DPS medium are ε r = 2.2 and μ r = 1, with dielectric and magnetic losses of 0.002. Cylindrical waves were excited from a point source that was placed 7.5 mm away from all the aforementioned slabs. For the electromagnetic wave interaction with MNG medium, the DNG medium in Figure 12 is replaced with MNG medium. The same is also applied to ENG medium. This numerical demonstration was carried out using the numerical full-wave simulator of ANSYS HFSS. Figure 13 presents the electric field intensity distribution for the DNG, MNG, and ENG media that were captured at a phase of 0 degree and compared against the reference case of lossy DPS slab. In Figure 13(a) , which represents the DNG case, several interesting features can be observed, including negatively refracted waves inside the DNG slab and backward wave propagation (see animated figure, Figure 14 (a) as compared against the DPS case of Figure 14(b) ), and focusing phenomena of the original electromagnetic cylindrical waves can be seen at the middle of the DNG slab and also at the DPS slab next to the DNG exit face, in which focusing depends on the selection of the refractive indices along with the DNG medium slab thickness.
While electromagnetic wave propagation inside DNG medium is permissible, since both permittivity and permeability are negative and hence result in a positive real wavenumber, evanescent (non-propagating) waves exist in the MNG medium, as shown in Figure 13(b) , that only propagate along the interface and decay exponential away from the MNG slab. This is because in the MNG medium, only the permeability is negative, which results in an imaginary negative wavenumber (see Eq. (7)). Similar behavior to the MNG case is also expected for the single-negative ENG medium slab, as shown in Figure 13(c) , where evanescent decaying waves are only present in such single-negative medium. For comparison, the case of all DPS media showed normal forward electromagnetic propagation in such lossy media, as shown in Figure 13(d) .
A one-dimensional plot of electric field profile inside the aforementioned artificial metamaterials DNG, MNG, and ENG slabs is also presented as shown in Figure 15 and compared against the normal dielectric DPS medium case. As can be seen from Figure 15 , propagating electromagnetic field inside the DNG medium slab is visible through the recorded electric field profile at a frequency of 10 GHz. Unlike electric field behavior inside the DNG medium, exponentially decaying electric field profile is recorded inside the single-negative MNG and ENG media slabs. Despite the fact that non-propagating (evanescent) waves existed in both MNG and ENG media slabs, the electric field profile is much stronger at the DPS-MNG interface than the strength at the DPS-ENG interface.
Conclusions
In this chapter, a short review of metamaterials and their realizations based on subwavelength resonant inclusions was presented, along with suggested real-world metamaterial engineering applications that were explored and presented in literature. Over the past 20 years, much interest from researchers and industry was seen to target the use of artificial DNG metamaterials for various engineering applications and physics-based problems. It is important to highlight here that although single-negative media do not permit electromagnetic wave propagation, such artificial media are good candidates for various electromagnetic waves filtering scenarios and harmonic suppression, since they provide high level of electromagnetic wave mitigation and ease of fabrication and integration with radio frequency/ microwave circuits and systems.
Analytical and numerical studies of electromagnetic field behavior and response inside an artificial metamaterial medium were presented. Firstly, the problem of a one-dimensional normal plane wave incidence on an artificial DNG metamaterial slab was analytically formulated, and results were discussed. Furthermore, numerical demonstrations of two-dimensional electromagnetic wave interaction with various lossy metamaterial slabs DNG, MNG, and ENG media were presented and discussed.
